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Abstract
In order to promote the digitization level of landscape design, the application of computer virtual reality
technology in landscape teaching is discussed in this paper. Firstly, the probability of related core technology
is explained. Secondly, the various stages of virtual reality technology aided landscape design are analyzed, and
the SketchUp virtual modelling software is used to explain and demonstrate the specific cases. Finally, the
application characteristics and advantages of virtual reality technology are summarized, and the application
status of the technology in university landscape architecture education is discussed. The application results show
that the introduction of computer virtual technology into the landscape design teaching in universities can
effectively improve teaching efficiency, and SketchUp modelling can also complete the virtual modelling of
buildings, vegetation and so on to assist landscape design. The research in this paper is of great significance in
guiding the application of virtual reality technology in landscape design teaching.
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With the advancement of urban modernization and the improvement of people’s living standard, the Chinese
government is paying more and more attention to the coordinated development of city and environment, and
the aesthetic and usage demand of landscape is higher and higher. The design and construction of landscape is
in the peak period (Abdulmanan Baharuddin and Chang, 2014). Meanwhile, Landscape Architecture Specialty
in universities is generally concerned about the application of virtual technology in teaching, and attaches
importance to cultivating students' design and innovation ability through landscape simulation and reproduction.
The content of courses is gradually extended to landscape digital analysis and evaluation, landscape
virtualization and simulation, etc. Virtual reality technology has achieved initial development in the research
and professional practice of Chinese landscape theory, and has also shown great potential for development and
application value in landscape architecture teaching.
The virtual reality technology is a simulation and modeling software system applied to landscape design,
which is following such three main software as AutoCAD, Photoshop and 3S (RS, GIS and GPS). It is widely
used because of its 3I (Interactivity, Immersion and Imagination). It not only greatly reduces the working time
and pressure of the designer, but also helps to stimulate the imagination of the designer (Xu, Kang, Shao and
Zhao, 2015). In addition, teachers and students can intuitively understand the design scheme and inspire the
design intention from multiple perspectives through the virtual reality technology. Moreover, they can
experience the effect of the design as if they were personally on the scene.
The application of computer virtual reality technology in domestic landscape design is not long, and the
related research on this technology is still in its infancy. Chinese scholars began to put forward the application
of virtual display technology in landscape design in 2004, and in 2008, several articles on the specific
application of common virtual reality technologies in landscape planning and design were published by some
scholars in the magazine of Chinese Landscape Architecture. However, studies on the system application of
virtual reality technology in landscape design is still lacking at present, and there is almost no research on the
application of computer virtual technology in landscape design teaching. In addition, the teaching application
of this technology is less in the related disciplines of landscape architecture in Chinese colleges and universities,
and students are not familiar with the application and actual operation of computer virtual technology at various
design stages (Cusimano, 2003).
Taking the above content as the starting point of the research, this paper promotes the application of
computer virtual technology in universities’ landscape design teaching through introducing the design ideas and
practical cases. Firstly, this paper introduces the relevant core concepts and explains the evolution and
development process of landscape design. Secondly, the application of virtual reality technology in various
stages of landscape design is explained, and the modeling software such as SketchUp is compared with others.
Finally, the application examples of computer virtual technology are associated with practical teaching
application, which guide college students to use landscape modeling through computer virtual software. The
research in this paper has some guiding significance for promoting the application of computer virtual
technology in colleges and universities, and at the same time, it can indirectly promote the progress of landscape
design.
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Summary about Core Concepts
The Concept of Landscape
Landscape is a both ancient and young subject. As an important carrier of human civilization, garden,
scenery and landscape have been in existence for thousands of years. As a modern discipline, landscape can be
traced back to the end of the 19th century. It is a new discipline paradigm built on the basis of classical gardening
and landscape gardening through scientific revolution. Since the establishment of the Landscape Architecture
Specialty in Harvard University in 1901, the discipline construction has been developing rapidly throughout the
world in more than 100 years. China has decided to divide Landscape Architecture, Architecture and Urban
Planning into three parallel disciplines in 2011, which serves the urban construction and city beautification. The
modern definition of landscape can be divided into three parts generally: landscape architecture, urban greening
and landscape planning (Lavorel et al., 2011).
The education system of Chinese landscape discipline is still in the stage of exploration and development.
The unsound discipline system construction, the low level of academic research, not high degree of modern
technology application, etc. seriously restrict the development of Chinese landscape discipline (Twidale, 2002).
It is imperative to introduce the modern computer technology into the landscape teaching (Xie et al., 2011).
Computer Virtual Reality Technology
The Concept of Virtual Reality Technology. The so-called virtual reality technology (VR), in fact, refers to
the simulation environment generated by all kinds of special devices and computers. When users are placed in
the virtual environment, it is as if they were personally on the scene. Therefore, it can be said that the virtual
reality technology is actually a kind of technology to realize the natural interaction between human and
environment. At present, the virtual reality technology has been applied to entertainment, military,
manufacturing, digital museum, architecture design, medical insurance, aerospace special equipment, interior
design and other fields (Eastgate et al., 2006).
2.2.2 The 3I Characteristics of Virtual Technology. The virtual reality technology has the 3I characteristics
of interaction, immersion and imagination, and the relationship of its characteristics can be displayed by Fig. 1
(Sorkin, Weinshall, Modai and Peled, 2006).
Computer input and output
devices, the user can reach the
specific extent of the
operation of objects within
the virtual environment
Experience the true feeling
through your own perception
and computer interaction
devices

Interaction

Ability to visualize changes in
the state of the scene through
a variety of thought processes

3I
Immersion

Imagination

Figure 1. The characteristics of virtual reality
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Based on the triangle features of 3I, the virtual technology allows users to experience the scene of humancomputer interaction and the natural environment simulated by computers. Landscape has always been one of
the most pressing areas of virtual reality technology requirements. Virtual reality technology can be widely used
in all aspects of landscape research and design, and bring practical help. The virtual reappearance of the
landscape design scheme not only gives the user a strong visual impact and obtains a true experience, but also
obtains the designed data through its data interface, which is favorable for the design and management personnel
to evaluate and optimize the design proposal.
The Evolution and Expression of Landscape Design Thought
(1) Language and words stage. Language and words are the main forms used to convey the engineering
practice and designers’ design concept in traditional gardens’ design and construction. After thousands of years,
many excellent garden projects were built in this way. As far as modern society is concerned, it has become the
history of designing and building gardens that simply relying on the design mode of language and words
(Weller, R., 2008).
(2) Hand drawing stage. Hand drawing is divided into two types: sketches and formal drawings. Designers
express their design inspiration and ideas through sketches, and then on the formal drawings, the ideas are
connected by strokes. Hand drawing is the basic skill of landscape architects with unique artistic charm.
(3) Sand table model stage. The sand table shows the designers’ inspiration and thinking through the sand
table effect, which allows people to look at the effect of the complete landscape within a close range and from
multiple perspectives, while assisting designers in correcting the hand-drawn errors (England, J., 1987).
(4) Computer aided design stage. The maturity of computer multimedia technology and computer software
technology has promoted the application of computer aided design in landscape. The computer technology can
complete landscape design with the highest degree of accuracy, efficiency and revivification, giving users
immersive experience (Lyons, W. etc., 2000).

Computer Virtual Reality Technology Assisting Landscape Design
The Selection of Virtual Reality Modeling Software for Landscape Design
The currently popular modeling software and their comparison are listed in Tab. 1.
Table 1
Comparison of Five Commonly Used Modeling Software
Modeling
Modeling
Software
Speed
Ability
3DS MAX
slow
Strong
Maya
slow
Very strong
SketchUp
Very fast
Strong
CINEMA4D
fast
Strong
Rhino
fast
Very strong
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Modify the
Convenience
Convenient
Convenient
Very convenient
Convenient
Convenient

Whether designoriented
yes
yes
yes
no
no
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Since the modeling of landscape design needs design-oriented and convenient software, SketchUp is the
first choice for modeling. Besides, SketchUp software has been widely used in landscape design because of its
simple operation, strong interaction, online model sharing, rich plug-ins and multiple software interfaces.

The Application and Advantage of Virtual Reality Technology in Various Stages of Landscape Design
Aiding the Investigation Prior to Project Planning. The preliminary investigation of a project is to confirm
the project base, climate, environment, plot ratio, building height, construction cost and time, etc. The feasibility
and rationality of the project can be evaluated by using the computer data and information processing
technology. Landscape architects can carry out the systematic simulation and preliminary exploration by using
VR technology. The VR technology is used to analyze the landscape foundation and evaluate the direction and
quality of the landscape. Based on the comprehensive consideration of various factors, the base is divided into
different attributes of planning requirements. The application of computer virtual technology in the early stage
can connect the design thinking at various stages and promote the continuity of creativity (Pfeiffer, 2010).
Aiding the Project Conceptual Design. Just as designers draw sketches, VR can provide a large number of
block models to assist designers in rapid analysis of garden sites. Therefore, designers can effectively master
the local relationship and space. Conceptual design is the most critical stage in landscape design, and virtual
reality technology can provide indirect help and support to the generation of design concept. The designer is
getting closer to his design intuitively in the interactive designing environment by virtual reality technology,
and the precise display method makes the designer’s design more actual and accurate, easier to succeed (Koh,
2010).
The virtual reality landscape generated by VR technology can eliminate the limitation of two-dimensional
sketches. At the beginning of creation, it provides a full view and dynamic perception information for the
designer to promote the determination of the scheme. Meanwhile, the rapid visual feedback of the computer
enables designers to seize the fleeting inspiration and create new ideas and concepts. The use of virtual reality
system is to connect the drawing skills with the structure, with the aid of the expressive force of machine, which
gives us the chance to develop design skills and performance skills independently, so that the development of
design will not be restricted by relatively low conception development. The digital design of virtual reality
technology has provided a new aesthetic view for landscape architecture, and has injected new vitality into the
design and modeling.
Aiding the Detailed Design of the Programme. The virtual reality technology can well achieve the
breakthrough from two-dimensional thinking mode, namely the “flat cut” mode to the 3D mode, so that
designers can freely grasp the space and realize the design scheme more intuitively. VR technology can not
only make designers’ thinking closer to reality, but also break through the limitation of traditional expression
form, and create new design commandments, so as to achieve the poetic pursuit of landscape design. VR
technology pays more attention to the multi-dimensional space image of landscape architecture, and embodies
more satisfactory means of expression from many aspects such as artistic atmosphere, culture, space, time and
society. The virtual reality technology also satisfies the comparison and handover between multiple design
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programmes. By experiencing different images at the same observation point or in different observation
sequences, the final plan will eventually be integrated according to the opinions of the designers and experts
from multiple plans (Ma, Li and Liu, 2011).
Aiding the Realization of the Programme. On the one hand, the aiding in the realization of the programme
refers to the intuition and experience of the owner and common people to the design intention and plan. The
technique of VR simulates the actual scene makes audience feel that they are personally on the scene, which
can’t be achieved with the 2D effect picture or sandbox.
On the other hand, the aiding in the realization of the scheme is embodied in the scene of landscape
construction. VR technology can guide the construction process scientifically and master the whole construction
process. Moreover, the computer virtual reality technology can effectively prevent safety accidents, eliminate
the security risks, ensure the safety of the project and avoid the waste of construction. At present, there are many
large construction projects in China using virtual reality technology, including the design of the new terminal
of ZhangYi International Airport and the landscape simulation of Bai-Causeway in West Lake, Hangzhou.
In general, the implementation process of VR technical assistance in landscape design is shown in Fig. 2.
Firstly, confirm the design scheme; Secondly, draw the floor plan of the scene with Auto CAD; Thirdly, carry
out modeling with SketchUp; Fourthly, adjust the light and material with virtual reality platform, and rendering
the whole model; Finally, the executable effect diagrams and animations are generated (Hill and Veitch, 2002).
Import lines
after cleaning

SketchUP modeling
Pour into the
model after
streamlining

Determine Program

AutoCAD to Draw
a floor plan

Generate executable doc.
animation, renderings

Aided design
process

Virtual platform to adjust the
material, light and so on

Figure 2. The technical assistance of VR in landscape planning and design implementation process

The Experimental Teaching Case of VR Technology Assisting Landscape Design
This section will introduce the modeling process by SketchUp software, and enable students of landscape
architecture specialty to learn the computer simulation technology intuitively through actual cases, which is
also a supplement to the design teaching application.
Overview of Teaching
Teaching Hardware and Software Environment. Computer configuration: CPU, Intel Core i7, quad core
CPU with the basic frequency of 2.6GHz; Video card: dual video card (independent video card + integrated
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graphics card); Hard disk SOOG; Memory: 8GB; 64-bit operating system; Auto CAD two-dimensional drawing
software installed; SketchUp 3D modeling software, and so on.
Instructional Objective. The purpose is to allow students to use SketchUp software correctly for practical
landscape design. Meanwhile, the goal is to develop students’ abilities of study, find and solve problems
independently, and to promote students’ abilities to design and innovate. It focuses on strengthening students'
systematic knowledge structure in the whole process of environmental problem analysis, scientific assessment
and judgment, conceptual scheme generation, preliminary scheme discussion and intensification, and
achievement expression and verification.
Teaching Steps. First, introduce the name and performance of each tool of SketchUp software, which
mainly includes: selection tool, rectangle tool, measuring tool, translation tool, line tool, delete tool and so on.
Second, present and explain the production process, mainly including the making and segmentation of
rectangles; The use of stretching, movement and duplication tools to complete the design of the main building
structure，landscape site and structure, etc.
Third, produce the external details and supporting facilities of the design structure, complete the design of
planting, and adjust the comprehensive effect in the later stage of teaching.
Teaching Case. (1) Building Modeling
A pavilion in a garden is used as a modeling case to introduce the modeling process. First, draw the base of
the pavilion with the rectangle tool, and rectangles of different sizes are drawn, and the height difference
between the pavilion and the ground is reflected by the push and pull function.
The optimal modeling in the pavilion is carried out mainly with straight line tool and push and pull tool.
First, the bottom position is drawn with straight line tool, and then the whole height is drawn with the push and
pull tool.
Path following tool is adopted at the top of the pavilion to form a whole group by rotating, copying, and so
on, and then enter SX to get the same type of cornice. Finally, the shape of the pavilion is shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3. The final shape of the pavilion
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(2) Plant Modeling
The modeling method of trees has many kinds of expressions according to the complexity, including concept
tree model, simple tree model and fine tree model. Figure 4 is a simple tree model that can be built directly from
SketchUp.

Figure 4. Simple model tree
Figure 5-7 are expression of two-dimensional and three-dimensional plants in landscape designing
environment. For trees in the distance, two-dimensional modeling method is adopted, and three-dimensional
modeling method is used for nearby trees. On the premise of saving the modeling space, a better expression
effect is realized.
Through the experimental teaching cases and under the guidance of teachers, the software operation
demonstration and effect display are carried out to students. At the same time, students should be arranged for
a long period of hands-on exercise to meet the proficiency requirements of SketchUp software operation.

Figure 5. three-dimensional landscape expression (1)

Figure 6. three-dimensional landscape expression (2)
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Figure 7. three-dimensional landscape expression (3)
Teaching Prospect
As an efficient and convenient design tool, computer aided design software is a design method to
demonstrate the work in a more effective way. In the course of teaching, teachers should not despise the process
of conception and analysis in design work. They shall let students realize that although CAD software is an
important auxiliary tool for landscape design, perfect design thinking and design process are the real foundation
of ideal landscape design.
At present, there is contradiction between the supply and demand of landscape technicians who have
mastered the computer virtual reality technology. A large number of talents with corresponding skills are
expected to be cultivated by universities. The research shows that the 3I characteristics of computer aided
instruction technology can well assist designers in completing the work from the early stage of investigation to
the later stage of construction. Therefore, it is an inevitable tendency for colleges and universities to popularize
the operation teaching of related computer virtual reality technology among students of landscape architecture
specialty.

Conclusion
This paper introduces the development track and background of landscape design, and clarifies the demand
for the application of computer aided VR technology in the industry. Then, the characteristics of computer
virtual reality technology and its application scope and advantages in various stages of landscape design are
introduced. The modeling steps of SketchUp are introduced through actual teaching cases. At the same time,
the application effect is demonstrated. The main content and significance of this study are as follows:
(1)

The application status and advantages of computer virtual reality technology in landscape design are
popularized, which is beneficial to the popularization of the technology in landscape teaching.

(2)

The specific modeling steps and effects of SketchUp modeling technology are demonstrated from such
two aspects as architecture and vegetation, which is conducive to guiding the landscape planning and
design teaching in colleges and universities.
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